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By Carole Marsh

Carole Marsh Mysteries, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. 5th ed.. Language: English . Brand New
Book. In The Mystery at Dolphin Cove you will encounter . One dolphin darling! Two bottlenoses
breaching! Three boat bow wave riders! Four wet kids! And lots of click and whistle clues! The
Mystery at Dolphin Cove readers on an awe-inspiring and action-packed adventure complete with
thrills, chills, and wet kids! Mystery books have always been a great higher-order, critical thinking
genre, and the real Kid characters in this series eagerly get into using high-demand STEM skills to
solve each mystery! STEM, like calculating perimeter and area, converting distances and weights,
understanding SONAR, GPS satellites, ecosystems and food chains, the water cycle, animal
classifications, the engineering process, and lots more are introduced and incorporated into these
books! Additionally, each book has a great STEM section in the back with extra information on the
science, math, technology, and problem-solving skills that are in the story, plus an extensive
glossary, animal facts.
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ReviewsReviews

This sort of ebook is every thing and made me hunting forward and a lot more. I have read through and i also am confident that i am going to going to go
through once again once more in the foreseeable future. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Prof. Kip Spinka IV-- Prof. Kip Spinka IV

It in one of my personal favorite book. Sure, it is engage in, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment
of looking at a published book.
-- Wellington Rosenbaum-- Wellington Rosenbaum
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